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How Agroecological Farming Practices Can Help  
Improve Crop Production & Grazing Systems…  

& Create a More Resilient Future  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for being here, and having me – this has been an amazing event-Today I’m going to talk about how many of the practices we’ve talked about here can weave together to “create a more resilient future”-A lot of what I’ll present is work I’ve completed with my team at UCS as well as other colleagues-especially Andrea BascheABSTRACT: Science is showing that diversity in crop production and practices - including cover cropping, crop rotations, and incorporating perennials - is helping farmers build healthier soils and more resilient farms. The same is true for livestock and grazing systems. Farming practices based on agroecology can help save soil, improve water quality, and build resilience, all while protecting or even adding to the farmers bottom line. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
-By way of introduction, … I work at Union of Concerned Scientists - UCS -UCS is a science-based non-profit advocacy organization.-Our staff is nearly 200 people, including PhD-level scientists, engineers, economists, and analysts. -We have ½ million members & a “science network” of >20,000
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-we work to bridge the gap between science and policy -to make sure that the facts are at least “on the table” in political discussions-We work on issues ranging from climate change to renewable energy to nuclear weapons
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-I work on the F&E team– there are just over a dozen of us-think about the food and farm system as a whole-both what and how we grow our food, and what people have access to.-In other words, for example, we’re concerned that the connections between producers and consumers are fractured.  So, for example, when I consumer sees an apple, they don’t see this
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But rather, thus this.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-And speaking of the food system, when we think about problems and solutions, there’s a few things to remember:While USDA recommends 50% of our plates should be filled with fruits and vegetables, only ~2% of our farmland is used for these crops.  Really, we only need small increase in farmland acreage to meet healthy diet needs, but even that is a struggleOne way to start to address food security needs and environmental needs would be to reduce food waste.  Estimates indicate that up to 40% of food is wasted-  And when you look at statistics that show the high rates of dietary diseases, it’s clear that there’s a lot of need for improvement in food production, food access, and diets



Losing ground 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-And that's why it’s so disconcerting, for example, that soil is being rapidly lost to erosion. -This is a problem that I think everyone here is familiar with, but just to offer a visual-Here is my colleague Andrea at a rest-stop in IA that shows the rate of soil loss in this important agricultural region.-Pillars show depth of Iowa’s soils beginning in 1850 on the left,  and how it has declined over the years, and Andrea on the end here wondering – at this rate, where will we be in 2050?-When we have this degree of soil erosion, it can be linked to a domino effect of troubles.
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-Of course, when soil is lost from farms it is often in combination with expensive fertilizers and precious water, through runoff, 
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- contributing to problems downstream such as  flooding, toxic algal blooms and dead zones… problems that are continuing to grow --And the consequences – as many of you are probably aware, this year's dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico was the biggest yetAnd pollution in other major bodies of water, such as Lake Erie, set records this year
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-On the flip side of too much water, soils, chemicals, etc. in the wrong place --  is too little water when and where it’s neededAnd in fact the very same soil problems that contribute to runoff & water quality issues – and flooding – also contribute to droughts
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-While it’s not nearly that bad today, data indicates that our current water management is making us more vulnerable to future drought, as we are depleting key water reservoirs-This is dangerous for our food system, but also influenced by our food system



Photo: Dorothea Lange; The Library of 
Congress, Prints & Photographs Division 
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-We all know that droughts are terrible for farmers and difficult for agriculture. -Here’s a photo of the 1930’s dustbowl,– this farmer is holding out his hand to show how tall his wheat should have been… -And millions of areas of farmland were destroyed---Dorothea LangeAbandoned farm north of Dalhart, Texas. 1938.Credits: Dorothea Lange; The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division---Arthur RothsteinA farmer holds out his hand to represent how high the wheat should be in a field. Grant County, North Dakota. July 1936.Credits: Arthur Rothstein; The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division



Soils: at the roots of many challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-But to start to pivot towards solutions… -there is a growing recognition of the many ways that soil are at the roots of many of todays challenges – -and that soil health could help to solve them  
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-Which brings us to some soil science basics…-And what I want to point out here is that plants absorb CO2 and access the sunlight, water and nutrients they need to produce the sugars and starches that grow crops above ground and roots below ground
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-In unhealthy soils, valuable water and nutrients – including N, P, and C, are often lost in runoff and erosion
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-And increased reliance on inputs like fertilizers and fuels is not only costly but often contributes to additional air and water pollution 
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-Whereas on the other hand, soils high in organic matter and soil carbon, that are not compacted are healthier
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-They tend to act like a sponge, holding more water, which can be beneficial for mitigating both droughts and floods
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Source: NRCS 
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-And they are also full of life – and the microbiology of soils is something scientists are learning more about every day
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-And in the meantime scientists are learning more about how a range of conservation and ecological practices – like perennials, crop rotations, and cover crops – can help build healthy soils
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Presentation Notes
-For example, something that’s been discussed more and more is the potential for specific practices to increase the rate of soil carbon sequestration-With reviews of the literature indicating that:practices like no-till, cover crops, and crop rotations can increase soil C sequestration at rates of 0.3-0.5 Mg C/ha/yGrassland and grazing management typically improves soil carbon sequestration rates be up to ~0.2 Mg C/ha/yAgroforestry systems can increase soil C sequestration by similar amounts
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Presenter
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-In terms of the opportunity for these types of practices to deliver broader agronomic and ecological benefits, I wanted to quickly mention 2 studies from ISU-1st – in the Marsden Farm study, it has been shown that agroecological systems that include a more diverse set of crop rotations can meet or exceed yields and profits as compared to a more conventional system, while using less synthetic fertilizers and reducing freshwater toxicity loads. My team at UCS has done additional economic research on this study and shown that such systems could be profitably scaled up significantly across the corn-belt2nd - in other research in Iowa, a project known as the STRIPS project, Dr. Lisa Schulte Moore and colleagues have found that strategically planting just 10% - possibly even less – of corn and soy fields – into perennial grasses could lead to disproportionate benefits, including a reduction of soil and nitrogen loss by over 80%, an increase in diversity of pollinators, birds, and more4x plant species, 2x bird species, 32% less runoff , 82% less N loss, 89 % less P loss, and 95% less lost soil



On-farm research is key! 
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Note that a key to the success of this project is that they have been working with farmers around the state to ground-truth the viability of this practice.Here’s Dr. Schulte-Moore with farmer Seth Watkins
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-And these ideas and others are gaining attention. -Here’s an editorial from this summer, written about Seth Watkin’s,  highlighting the value of alternative farming practices for cleaner water



Can management practices improve 
climate resilience &  adaptation? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings me back to this idea that the practices that build soil organic matter and protect water quality (by preventing erosion and nutrient loss) actually work because they can hold onto more water.  Which could mean also improving resilience to extreme weather and climate change. Which brings me to the next thing I wanted to talk aboutWhich is to share some of our recent work on the potential for agroecology to deliver significant environmental benefits on a landscape scale, looking specifically through the lens of droughts and floodsAnd this is work that is described in depth in a report we recently released, Which looks into how making soils more sponge-like can be beneficial to farmers and others



Photo: Dean Becker/USGS 

Floods are expensive. 
Severe Flooding in Cedar Rapids in 2008: $5 billion 
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- And there are a few reasons to look at this issue of soil health from this angle 1. We know that heavy rain events have profound impacts on cities – floods can be expensive, damaging and traumatic-This a photo from Cedar Rapids Iowa which was impacted by severe flooding in 2008 that caused ~$5 billion of damage- And following this years news we’ve seen how damaging a year’s worth of rainfall can be in a few days time. 



Photo: Russ Munn/AgStock Images 
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-AND, 2. floods have big impacts on farms-We know heavy rain and flooding contributes to soil erosion and degradation, in addition to increasing water pollution



Risks of heavy rainfall are increasing 

Source: National Climate Assessment 
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-And 3., risks related to heavy rainfall are increasing-this is data from the NCA depicting growing rainfall variability-showing the change in the heaviest 1% of rainfall days compared to the beginning of the 20th century- increasing across the US – but the most so in the MW and NE – here the MW +37% in MW and even higher in NE +71%
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So, just to give us all a chance to think through the impacts of rising flood risks, anyone have any guesses as to the cost of damages from flooding in 2016?
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-Estimates from NOAA indicated that flood events in Texas, West VA, Louisiana & Ohio Valley caused 19.5 billion in damages in 2016
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- And one more – -Any guess as to the # of crop insurance payouts resulting from flood & drought events from 2011-2016?
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-According to data from USDA’s Risk Management Agency, in those 6 years 66% of payouts from the taxpayer-subsidized crop insurance program went to damages reported for flood and drought events.- THESE ARE VERY COSTLY EVENTS –(SUFFERING, TAXPAYER $,  & FARM DAMAGES)- SO WHAT IF THERE WAS A WAY THAT COULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE THESE? 
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To this end, we saw a need to better quantify what types of practices could create spongier healthier soils that HOLD MORE WATER:Facilitate water entering the soil so that it doesn’t run off into AND Hold on to water for when there’s less rain We addressed this question using a meta-analysis – which is a quantitative review of the literature.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-We broke down our meta-analysis into specific categories of practices – shown here-and specifically sought published field studies that measured specific soil water properties for both control and experimental –alternative- management practices-Focusing first and most on infiltration rates (the rate at which water can enter the soil) 



Union of Concerned Scientists, Turning Soils into Sponges 
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For this analysis we found a lot of studies >120 across the world
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-And the topline result is that we found that most of the practices we looked at did improve infiltration ratesHere you are looking at those practice categories on the y accessAnd the % increase (improvement) in infiltration rates on the x aces. Note particularly that the management practices in perennial systems, e.g.,  improved grassland management, introduction of perennial crops, and use of cover crops– had the best results- And note that we found similar patterns for porosity and water retained at field capacity. - This work shows us that at the field scale, many practices can improve soil water practices
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Presenter
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-But we also wanted to know – how much do these practices impact water on a landscape scale:-And that brings us to some modeling work, which we conducted for Iowa -Here’s a map of Iowa: yellow is corn, green in soy- State is dominated by summer annual crops – planted in spring, harvested in fall – where soil is often left bare there rest of the year, meaning no living roots and soil susceptible to erosion and degradationSo for our model -- we wanted to estimate the benefit of increasing practices that promote continuous (year round) living coverBased on our meta-analysis results, we looked specifically at introducing more perennial grasses and crops, and more cover crops



Union of Concerned Scientists, Turning Soils into Sponges 
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-  And since this was a landscape-scale study we also thought specifically about where such changes might be targetedAnd these maps show two different possible scenarios, both showing a shift ~30-40% of current corn/soy to continuous living coverThe upper map is today’s landscape  (in a slightly different coloring scheme)And the lower ones show how the landscape would look if new practices were adopted on the most erodible (left) or least profitable  (right) areas These maps were based on prior analyses by scientists in IA



Union of Concerned Scientists, Turning Soils into Sponges 
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Before showing results, I should also say that we looked at different climate scenarios too, Based on projections that IA will get hotter and wetter by the end of the century, as shown here
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- And we did find that these new landscape scenarios could bring significant benefits.- We found that in sever droughts, there was up to 16% more crop water use; plants were using more water; also means better yieldsWe  also estimated a 20% reduction in flood frequency, (based on the change in the number of months reaching flood stage for different modeled areas); not insignificant when you think about how much these flood events can cost- Also, the model suggested that similar benefits would be possible in a significantly hotter and slightly wetter future climate



Union of Concerned Scientists, Turning Soils into Sponges 

Typical Corn Belt Annual Crop System System Incorporating Perennials, Cover 
Crops and Livestock 
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-Overall, continuous living cover practices can have a big impact on water outcomes on a field and landscape scale-And this makes sense, because the water balances can be quite different-Annual cropping systems with months of bare soil are likely to lose more water – through increased runoff – but also evaporation-Whereas diversified farms, maybe with cover crops, trees, livestock, can improve water storage while also reducing water losses. But it’s no secret that these types of systems can look a lot different, and this graphic is a reminder that there might be a lot of obstacle to change – which I’ll talk more about later – but ALSO that markets and consumer demand play a roleAnd since you may have noticed that we put a picture of a cow here in our perennial system, let me use that to pivot to the next topic



Today Can ecological practices improve the 
sustainability of beef? 
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-Which is, how can agroecology be introduced to reduce the impacts of foods-but looking specifically at beef in this context
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-Because beef has risen to the top of many of the studies investing impacts on food products on variables like-Climate emissions, land, and water-which one could interpret as indicating that this food product offers a lot of room for improvement when it comes to sustainability… especially looking at the wide ranges of reported footprints (e.g., shown here for GHG and land)Nijdam et al. 2012, Barton & Clark 2014/Water Footprint Network
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-And this wide range of footprints is linked to the complex life cycle of beef cattle-Which typically begin their lives grazing grass in cow-calf & backgrounding operations,-But are usually finished in feedlots on diets based on commodity crops-and for our purposes one of the key things this means is that there could be a range of ways to integrate agroecology into these systems-And with that in mind, there are two big picture trends that are important to consider… 
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Feed crops & beef linked to commodity crops 
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Presentation Notes
-One, when you look at US corn use, overall, you can see in the dark blue shaded area that about 1/3 of all US corn goes to animal feed, -With a full 10% of US corn going to beef cattle…-showing the strong link between this commodity crop – which we know is responsible for a lot of environmental challenges today- and beef production
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Lark et al. 2015 
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-And 2nd, that there is a concern that commodity crops, particularly corn, are moving into areas previously used as grasslands, with implications for grassland conservation and soil health-Here you can see the estimate from Lark et al. that shows the areas in red and yellow that were estimated to be converted from grassland to crops from 2008 to 2012 (5.7 million acres)
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-But rather looking to find ways to improve, optimize, and even integrate all the phases of production, in a range of systemsAnd it was really important to us to think about this starting from what it means for farmers, so we asked:-  if farmers transitioned conventional croplands that support beef production to ecological alternatives that involve both crops and grazed grasses, what would be the impacts on farmers and the environment?- And we used this question as the basis for several model scenarios and subsequent modeling work 



Economic Methods 
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-We used these scenarios as the basis for our modeling work-Again, because a top priority was to learn whether potential ecologically-based alternatives could be viable for farmers, we started with a simple economic model. -We used the Cropping Systems Calculator, which was developed by the Land Stewardship Project in 2014 for farmers in the Chippewa region of Minnesota, to help them explore how changes to their management would affect profits. 
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-And in addition to farm profitability, -we wanted to estimate how alternatives impacted environmental factors such as N & C fluxes from inputs and soils, & water use-so we built these variables into the model using literature values
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Presentation Notes
-And, finally, because the lens here was through beef production, we wanted to estimate the impact of our alternatives on beef production as well, which we did using the different yields and efficiencies of crops and grasses - For this exercise, we focused on the finishing stage of production and assumed:1st -  that all corn was used to feed cattle which grew at rates published for grain systems, and2nd – that all grass was used to feed cattle at rates published for grass-based systems. -And so what did we find
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-so to start I want to walk you quickly through the model scenarios we developed; note that cattle are not to scale!- For the 1st scenario, as a reference point, we considered 2 cases of a farmer fully transitioning a conventional corn-soy rotation – with no cattle on-site – to perennial grasses with grazing.   Alternative (a) used continuous grazing, whereas (b) used Managed Intensive Grazing.-For the 2nd scenario, we considered the same original system, but 3 cases that involved transitioning 33% of acreage to grass, all with managed grazing.  -In (b) & (c) we further assumed that all remaining crops were changed to a 4-crop rotation with oats & alfalfa, where in (b) the alfalfa was harvest and sold and in (b) it was grazed.- we also modeled a scenario where the original system was already a 4-crop rotation, and also did some sensitivity testing - but I won’t talk about those today.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Well, first – at the farm scale, we found that all but one case delivered additional returns-Here you can see all cases from Scenarios 1 & 2 on the x-axis, and the returns on the Y-axis.  The small black bars show the value of the original system – which is only barely breaking even, whereas the purple bars show the new additional returns.-returns were only negative for 1a , the case with full conversion & continuous grazing - indicating the importance of best grazing management practices to these results. -And I wanted to point out one more thing, which are the hatched areas at the top. While the model did not include potential payments through USDA for adoption of conservation practices, we showed here the average additional payments that the farmers could be eligible for from the Conservation Stewardship Program, for example
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Presentation Notes
-We also found considerable potential increases in soil carbon sequestration (in orange) and decreases in soil N2O fluxes (in red), but changes due to reduced fuel use were negligible.  -Here you are looking at those changes in fluxes converted to dollar values using the Social Cost of Carbon, and compared to the average payments for conservation practices, for perspective[NOTE: NEED TO UPDATE FROM FINAL REPORT]



Scaling up these farming scenarios to 
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Presenter
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Last but not least, although the model was at the farm scale only and could not predict larger changes to supply and demand, we wanted to estimate at least some of the potential impacts of broader adoptionSo, we also developed some scale-up scenarios, with the smallest being 0.2 million acres – representing just 1% of corn-soy acres in MN, and the largest being 5.7 million acres - equal to just over 1/3 of MN corn & soy For reference, 5.7 million acres is also the acres of US grassland converted to crops from 2008 to 2012So, what did we find?
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But I think the key here is that a lot of benefits could be attained through land management,And that conventional fields COULD  in fact profitably transition to alternative systems with environmental benefitsBut we need to find ways to support farmers in adopting and improving these practices
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- And starting with obstacles, because there are several worth mentioning, and these include things like tools, training, markets and economies of scale.- But one of the key obstacles that we think is a particularly important lever for change is research and developmentremembering that research directions and dollars are affected by policy, and also that research can inform policySo, to close today I wanted to share just a few things we are doing to try to pull this lever to improve opportunities for agroecology



Spreading the word 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we are spreading the word about the potential benefits of agroecology R&D to help uncover solutions that benefit farmers, the environment, and the broader public, through academic articles as well as other media opportunities



Making the case: nearly 500 scientists say 
agroecology needs more public support  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-2nd, we are working with scientists to better articulate their needs and make a stronger case for more public support for agroecology.-For example, after hearing from scientists that public funding for agroecology was critical but very limited, we developed an expert-sign on statement articulating this concern.  - Today, nearly 500 Ph-D level experts from across the country have signed this statement, and the list continues to grow.- And we’ve used this list as a foundation for additional engagement.  Here I am with two scientists that joined us for a Fly-In on the Hill where they were able to share stories of their own research and needs directly
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-Another thing that we’ve done is work to quantify the opportunity to increase sustainable agriculture and agroecology funding, by crunching the numbers to learn how much funding in the US was going to agroecology-Since agroecology funding hasn’t been tracked in the past, we developed our own framework for classifying research funding, and used it to analyze >800 successful grant proposals that received funding from NIFA in 2014- We based our framework on work by Steve Gliessman that organizes agricultural practices into different levels, to help distinguish between practices that focus mostly on efficiency or substitution – versus more ecologically based redesign of systems or consideration of socioeconomic factors that affect change.
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-And in a nutshell what we found is that relatively less funding went toward projects that included ANY element of agroecology or socioeconomic supports that could facilitate greater transformation. -We saw this as indicating that there was lots of opportunity for improvement
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Presentation Notes
-The fourth and final thing I’ll mention today, is that we’ve been working to better articulate and voice the concerns of scientists themselves.-in that spirit, in April we conducted a confidential survey of sustainable agriculture scientists to learn more about their perceptions around the obstacles, opportunities, & needs surrounding sustainable agriculture and agroecological research.-the 28-question survey was expert-reviewed, IRB approved, and was widely advertised to encourage broad participation.It suggested 3 specific needsresearch grants at a wider range of scales, including more smaller grants for high-risk and pilot projects, as well as longer grants for complex projectsmore interdisciplinary research opportunities, especially emphasizing economic, human health, and equity components of food system sustainability,additional training and encouragement that could help them to communicate their findings more broadly, for example with farmers, policy makers, and other stakeholders.
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-To close, I wanted to summarize that in general we feel that our work points to substantial opportunity, but also that there is a lot of work to do. -And I wanted to mention one specific line of work that’s of growing importance as each day passes, which is the Farm Bill-It’s excited to see some discussion around opportunities in the farm bill to really advance soil health… but there’s still a lot of work to do to improve the chances of progress
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-We also found considerable potential increases in soil carbon sequestration (in orange) and decreases in soil N2O fluxes (in red), but changes due to reduced fuel use were negligible.  -Here you are looking at those changes in fluxes converted to dollar values using the Social Cost of Carbon, and compared to the average payments for conservation practices, for perspective[NOTE: NEED TO UPDATE FROM FINAL REPORT]
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-As for water footprints, we again found that the alternative systems had positive outcomes. -We found reduced water footprints for both green and grey water indicating lower water needs, improved resilience to drought, and reduced pollution
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- But I mostly wanted to here about our estimates about beef production, because our scenarios indicated that these benefits would be attained alongside a decrease in beef production. - So what you’re looking at here is the reduced production amounts estimated based on yields and feed efficiencies, now shown in units of reduced ounces of beef per week per person in the US. -Now NOTE that reduced production wouldn’t necessarily lead to reduced consumption, BUT we crunched these numbers to see how much less beef Americans would have to consume to keep the land-footprint constant. -what you can see is that IF productivity was reduced as a result of our scenarios, then scaling them up to 2.6 million acres would required a reduction of just 10% of one  3-oz serving/pers/week, not much… -especially considering that this reduction in meat production overall would deliver additional climate benefits  
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